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Abstract—This paper discusses recent developments in sensors for the Harvard RoboBee. The RoboBee is a sub-100 mg flapping-wing micro-aerial vehicle that is able to lift its own weight under external power, but, like flying insects, is unstable in flight without active feedback. We discuss design and characterization of two low-latency insect-inspired sensors for flight control: an antenna to sense airspeed and light-sensing ocelli to estimate attitude angle relative to a luminous sky. We demonstrate accurate wind velocity estimation in a wind tunnel despite the effect of nearby flapping wings. We also demonstrate pitch angle control using the ocelli on a wire-mounted RoboBee that is free to rotate about its pitch axis. These flight-weight sensors are essential first steps toward autonomous upright stability and controlled forward motions.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Harvard RoboBee is a sub-100 mg micro-aerial vehicle (MAV), the first insect-sized robot able to take off and lift its own weight [1]. Developing this vehicle into an autonomous vehicle is motivated by its possible applications in search and rescue and assisted agriculture, as well as the unique engineering challenges it poses. Machine elements such as motors, bearings, and airfoils become inefficient as they get smaller due to the physics of scaling: surface effects increasingly dominate Newtonian forces [2] and viscous forces dominate lift-generating aerodynamic inertial forces [3]. Hence, novel solutions are required for nearly every component. We take inspiration from flying insects, whose superlative aerobatic agility rivals any man-made flying vehicle [4]. Accordingly, our vehicle uses muscle-like piezoelectric actuators to generate forces, flexures for articulation, and harnesses unsteady aerodynamic forces by flapping its wings with a passive hinge joint [5], [6]. We have demonstrated constrained liftoff [5], vertical position control [7], and near-hover using passive air dampers [8] of the Harvard RoboBee using these techniques. Attaining free-flight stability, however, is an area of active research.

Fast, lightweight proprioceptive sensors are a necessary component for autonomous stability and they may be essential for recreating the fast maneuvers that have been observed in biological insects [9]. Previous results have proposed a number of sensors that could be integrated into such a vehicle [10], [11], [12], but have not demonstrated their operation on insect-scale robots. In this work we consider two such high-bandwidth sensors: a biomimetic ocelli and a biomimetic antenna, and demonstrate both sensors in operation on a flapping-wing RoboBee. We discuss their fabrication, characterization, and how they could be used to stabilize and control flight motions of the RoboBee.

II. BIOMIMETIC OCELLI

Almost all insects have three light sensors, distinct from the compound eyes, that point roughly upward and sense the sky and/or the sun. These three sensors are relatively defocused and carry many neurons that sample the same defocused light information [13]. They thus capture much more light than do the compound eyes, and this is thought to allow them to quickly sense changes to aid in rapid self-righting maneuvers [14].

A. Design and fabrication

We took cues from insect ocelli for the design of our biomimetic ocelli, so they have a superficial resemblance.
Our ocelli increases the number of sensors to four for simplicity of control design [10], but retains the $\approx 180^\circ$ defocused light acceptance angle and $30^\circ$ inclination away from the horizontal as observed in flies [15].

The basic structure of the device is formed by a lightweight folded circuit board. Traces were fabricated by laser-ablating the copper layer of copper-clad polyimide. Subsequently, the outline of the board was cut by laser and a unidirectional carbon fiber layer was adhered to the back to increase structural stiffness. Surface-mount components were soldered on by hand, and the pyramid structure was then hand-folded into shape. Each of the four light detectors consists of an OSRAM SFH3010 phototransistor and a 2 M$\Omega$ resistor in a common-emitter configuration with a supply voltage of 10V. The voltage reading is taken from the collector of each transistor and rises with increasing luminance. The device weighs 21 milligrams and measures $4\times4\times3.3$ mm (Figure 2).

B. Characterization and calibration

We designed our attitude estimation algorithm to operate from input from a large-field “sky” input, rather than a point light source as described in [10], because the lighting of our multi-camera free-flight motion capture arena consists of bright infrared lights emitting from each camera. Indoor lighting also typically consists of an array of overhead lights. For the defocused phototransistors, this array of point light sources is more like a diffuse sky than a single point source of light. In the calibration and control experiments described in this work, we built a small virtual “sky” to approximate this light field. To calibrate, we attached the ocelli device to a rotating axle whose position was measured by a calibrated potentiometer (Figure 3).

We took measurements of the ocelli response to a number of different lighting conditions to ensure that the measurement was robust to such variations. For example, lighting would be expected to change dramatically when flying from indoors to outdoors. The bee would be expected to operate correctly in both environments. Recordings from different lighting conditions are shown in Figure 4. If the phototransistors are not saturated, the voltage readout is a smooth function of tilt angle, suggesting a possible method to estimate tilt angle from the two phototransistor voltages.

The next step was to estimate the pitch angle from these luminance readings. Because our design specification was that the ocelli function in a range of different lighting conditions, we normalized brightness. If $O_1$ and $O_2$ are ocelli voltages from an opposing pair of phototransistors whose angle we would like to estimate, we normalized by the mean of the two voltages, $\overline{O} = \frac{1}{2}(O_1 + O_2)$, according to

$$O_{1n} = \frac{O_1}{\overline{O}},$$

$$O_{2n} = \frac{O_2}{\overline{O}}.$$

The difference of these two is the signal,

$$O_d = O_{1n} - O_{2n}.$$

This value is a roughly monotonic function of angle for our desired operating range of $\pm 45^\circ$. We performed a fifth-order polynomial fit of $O_d$ to pitch angle using the MATLAB command polyfit. Thus, estimating pitch angle only requires evaluating a polynomial, imposing minimal computational requirements for a realtime controller. Results of the calibration are shown in Figure 5. Different brightnesses have almost no effect on the angle estimate, whereas the estimate is changed by changing the pattern of light. With one exception, the point light trial, the estimate is smooth, permitting its use in a pitch angle feedback controller. The slopes are not the same, but we rely on the robustness of our feedback controller to gain uncertainty to permit stable operation despite this variability.
Fig. 4. Voltage recordings from an opposing pair of ocelli phototransistors as the device is slowly rotated through 180° by hand with and without a diffusing sky as shown in Figure 3. “Light pad” denotes that illumination was provided by a pair of 10 cm × 10 cm fluorescent illumination panels mounted 10 cm above the diffuser. In one trial, a secondary diffuser was added to assess the response in dim light. “Incandescent” was a variable-brightness fiber-optic light mounted 50 cm directly above the ocelli. We show the responses to an intermediate brightness setting and the diffuser, as well as with no diffuser to illustrate the response properties of the phototransistor to a point light source. At low brightness, the phototransistors exhibit a response profile to a point light source that is approximately flat over a 120° range. At high brightness, the phototransistors saturate and produce a constant 10V signal (dashed traces), impairing the ability to estimate angles. The small oscillation in the signal is due to 60 Hz AC line noise.

C. Pitch angle control

With a rise time on the order of 10 μs, the phototransistors provide a bandwidth far in excess of the speed of dynamics of our RoboBee, so the estimate can be approximated as instantaneous. Given the fast estimate of pitch angle using an opposing pair of angled phototransistors from the ocelli, we designed a feedback control loop in which the bee could maintain a desired pitch angle. We attached the ocelli to the anterior of the bee with as shown in Figure 1 and placed it in the virtual sky arena. Similar to the pitch control experiment of [16], we mounted the bee on a thin wire so that its pitch angle axis was free to rotate while all other degrees of freedom were constrained (Figure 6). The basic design of the feedback system is pictured in Figure 7. The controller was executed on a PC running the XPC Target software environment (Mathworks, Newton, MA, USA). Using a digital-to-analog converter board, the controller generated an analog voltage signal, amplified by a high-voltage amplifier, that drove the bee’s piezoelectric actuator to flap the wings at 100 Hz with a fixed 220V amplitude. Pitch torque was applied by altering the mean stroke position of the wings by changing the mean voltage of the sinusoid driving signal [17].

To design the controller, we used the conversion factor from mean wing voltage to pitch torque from [17] and esti-
mated the rotational moment of inertia of the vehicle using a computer model in SolidWorks. For ease of experiment, we mounted a small weight made of solder to the bottom of the bee so that its neutral position was upright, and accounted for this weight in the model. Using the model, we designed a proportional-derivative controller using the python-control library (http://python-control.sf.net) that provided rotational damping using the derivative term. Pitch torque was generated by altering the mean stroke angle, a mechanism that is thought to be used by insects to modulate pitch torque. The controller was able to drive the body angle to the desired setpoint as shown in Figure 7, with a short, <0.1 s ramp time. The results indicate that this sensor can provide a high-bandwidth pitch angle estimate that is usable for pitch angle control.

D. Future work

While we were able to use the ocelli to measure absolute angle, this may not be possible in more general settings. We found that when the light source or virtual horizon was tilted away from vertical, the estimate of the angle of the ocelli was tilted as well, as might intuitively be expected. A potential solution is to use the ocelli to only measure rate of change rather than absolute orientation the light source. An aerodynamic model of the RoboBee taken from wind tunnel tests [8] suggests that knowledge of the rotation rate may be sufficient to achieve upright stability. Because the center of mass of the bee is below the center of pressure of the wings, it is only necessary to apply a sufficiently large counter-torque proportional to the rate of rotation to insure upright stability. From the data of Figure 5, because the plot is smooth (with the exception of the point light source), its output could be differentiated in time, thus providing an estimate of rotation rate. By using the derivative, the problem of having the light source tilted relative to the bee is eliminated: a tilted light source shifts the plot laterally but does not change its derivative. Because the rate of change of lighting conditions due to lateral motion (such as when moving between rooms) is likely to be much slower than rotational dynamics, such “sensor disturbances” should not significantly affect stability. Though taking the derivative increases noise, our controller operated acceptably using a derivative term calculated as first-order difference, suggesting the problem is not insurmountable. Biological evidence seems to suggest the ocelli reflex is more derivative-like than proportional-like [13], supporting the view that this may be how ocelli are used by flying insects.

III. BIOMIMETIC WIND SENSORS

If autonomous upright stability can be achieved by using ocelli or passive air dampers [8], the next task is to translate in space. In a typical scenario, the RoboBee will fly in confined spaces, in which the GPS signal is either denied, or whose ~1m precision is insufficient for navigating through obstacles such as a doorway [18]. Taking inspiration from insects once again, it is likely that RoboBee navigation will rely heavily on optic flow [19]. However, estimating self-motion with optic flow has significant limitations. First, estimating optic flow requires a comparison of current visual input with a previous visual input [20], introducing a delay in the control loop. Secondly, precise self motion estimation with vision requires significant computation power, taking as long as 2 minutes to compute for rovers on Mars [21], a problematic delay for a dynamic insect-sized robot. But perhaps the greatest challenge is that optic flow computation has limited precision, suffering from uncertainties that arise from the so-called “aperture problem” [20], as well varying in strength depending on the distance to obstacles (because it measures angular rate rather than linear rate of motion). Therefore, while providing rich information, vision is both a slow and uncertain speed sensor, which is problematic for a dynamic, flying robot that needs low-latency feedback to maneuver.

Turning to insects for inspiration, evidence has shown that many flying insects complement optic flow sensing from their eyes with a wind sense mediated by either bristles or the antennae [14], [22]. A fast wind sense could augment a slower optic flow based controller. One way of integrating these two sensors would be to operate a fast inner loop to regulate airspeed while an outer loop regulated groundspeed...
using optic flow. Might such an architecture have the downside that the airspeed regulator would be heavily perturbed by changing wind conditions in the outdoors? Atmospheric wind is typically turbulent, and thus follows a $f^{-5/3}$ power spectral density in which low-frequency disturbances are much stronger than are those of high frequency [23]. Hence, though a fast airspeed sensor might increase sensitivity to fast wind transients, such transients are relatively weak. The more powerful wind disturbances at lower frequency, however, are slow enough to be adequately rejected by a slower visual control loop.

Our goal is to design a low-mass wind sensor to mount on the RoboBee to sense airspeed to eventually be incorporated into such an architecture. We again took inspiration from flies. Flies sense wind using their antennae by extending a paddle-like organ, the arista, laterally away from the head, so that it is subject to wind-induced deflection. A sensitive organ at the base of the cantilevered antenna senses strain changes [24]. In a similar fashion, our design uses a pair of silicon microfabricated strain gauges on either side of a thin, compliant beam attached to a paddle structure. We tested the antenna prototypes in a low-speed wind tunnel (Engineering Laboratory Design, Inc., Model 40), amplifying the output of the strain gauge in a Wheatstone Bridge circuit configuration with an operational amplifier at $1500 \times$ gain (AD623). For calibration, we set the wind tunnel to a desired speed, waited for the wind velocity to stabilize (approximately 30 seconds), and then recorded voltage data using a National Instruments USB digital-to-analog converter.

Our antenna fabrication effort differs from prior work [25], [26] in that we used the same fabrication technology used to construct the body of the RoboBee. By leveraging these techniques, the antenna could be integrated into our layered monolithic fabrication process [27] in future RoboBee designs. The part was cut using an ultraviolet-wavelength laser, which provides a $10 \mu m$ spot size and $\sim 1 \mu m$ repeatability, and can cut virtually any thin material including metals and carbon fiber.

In the prototyping phase we experimented with a number of materials including fiberglass, carbon fiber, polyimide, and steel. We found that it was critical to choose the beam stiffness appropriately. Too stiff and the voltage response of the of the gauge bridge remains below the noise floor; too flexible and residual strains from fabrication lead to a non-monotonic voltage response as a function of wind speed, making it impossible to estimate wind strength based on voltage output from the bridge. Our final design, made of $25 \mu m$ and steel, produced a monotonic response and had sufficient flexibility to deflect under the induced forces of the wind in the 0 to 2 m/s range expected of our RoboBee (Figure 10). The semiconductor strain gauges (Micron Instruments, Simi Valley, CA, USA “U-gauge” model SS-060-033-300 measuring $1.5 \text{ mm} \times 0.4 \text{ mm} \times 12 \mu \text{m}$ thick) were bonded to the base of the antennae with cyanoacrylate glue. A flat polyimide “paddle” was attached with the same adhesive at the distal end to increase sensitivity. To avoid undesired deflections in the polyimide paddle at high airspeed, we reinforced it with lightweight cross-beams cut out of the steel. The device is shown attached to the bee in Figure 1, and resembles the branching aristae of dipteran flies [24]. This device weighed approximately 18 mg, thus falling within our mass budget [28].

Test results from the wind tunnel are shown in Figure 8. From the response in this figure, we are able to distinguish small wind speeds below 0.5 m/s. A cubic polynomial fit the data well, allowing the calibration to be inverted to estimate airspeed (Figure 8). A second trial in which the antenna was removed and subsequently placed back in the wind tunnel gave an error of approximately 20 % relative to the first trial. Though the flow regime would be expected to apply a force that varies as the square of wind velocity, we hypothesize that response shape may not match this because of insufficient stiffness of the cyanoacrylate glue used to bond the strain gauges and the antenna base.

A. Sensitivity to the influence of flapping and vibration

Recent evidence has emerged that flies may sense the motion of their own wings using their antennae [29], which are
particularly sensitive to vibrations at the flapping frequency [22]. An antenna that could detect the flapping motion of the wings could provide feedback about wing motion or wing damage. Alternatively, proximity to the wings or vibration of the airframe could compromise the ability to sense wind for flight control. To investigate these possible effects on our biomimetic antenna, we mounted it to the RoboBee in a position relative to the wings that mimicked its location on flies and measured its response to a range of different wing-flapping amplitudes and wind velocities. The results indicate first that the amplitude of measured oscillations at wingbeat does vary significantly with wingbeat amplitude. This information could be used to detect the level of performance of a wing actuator during calibration, or to detect wing damage, for example. Secondly, the mean deflection due to the force of the wind is not altered by this disturbance, indicating that the estimate of wind speed in the vicinity of flapping wings is not seriously compromised (Figure 9). In other words, the low-frequency component of the response of the antennae can provide an estimate of airspeed while a component at the flapping frequency could provide feedback about activity of the wings.

In this work we have demonstrated two insect-inspired sensors for the Harvard RoboBee: a wind-sensing antenna and a light-sensing ocelli.

The antenna was able to sense wind speeds down to ~0.1 m/s, and operated in spite of the confounding effect of nearby flapping wings and vibration, indicating that it should have sufficient sensitivity to work in a fast feedback loop to control airspeed in flight. Future work will attempt to reduce the size and mass without compromising sensitivity, so that they can be deployed in multiple places on the bee to sense local flow patterns or provide more information about the motion of the bee.

We demonstrated pitch angle control on a wire using the ocelli, an example of active feedback with an onboard sensor. The design and fabrication of the ocelli prototype reported here was necessary to reduce mass sufficiently to fall under the ~30 mg payload capacity of our bumblebee-sized robot. It is possible that a light-based sensor such as our ocelli may be able to estimate rotation rates with less noise than comparably-scaled MEMS rate gyros. Some small gyros have been reported to have significant sensitivity to the vibratory environment associated with flapping flight [30].

**B. Future work**

We believe the error between measurements shown in Figure 8 was due to small changes in resistance caused by deflection of of the 30 cm wires that connected the strain gauges to the amplifier. Local conditioning circuitry such as an onboard amplifier or buffer (e.g., Microchip model MCP6001T-I/LT, weighing ~5 mg), could eliminate this problem. To reduce weight, we designed and fabricated a next-generation antenna that is much smaller but similarly sensitive, by removing unnecessary material (Figure 10). This prototype has a mass of only 4 mg, suggesting it could be deployed in greater numbers across the bee as necessary for wind sensing.

**IV. Conclusions**

In this work we have demonstrated two insect-inspired sensors for the Harvard RoboBee: a wind-sensing antenna and a light-sensing ocelli.
The authors believe these two sensors provide sufficient information to enable upright stability and controlled forward motions of the RoboBee. With the advent of recent prototypes that have the ability to impart torques around multiple axes [17], [31] and therefore the ability to actively stabilize and control flight motions, these sensors may thus represent the first possible set of sensors for performing autonomous flight. Moreover, their high bandwidth may also be essential to provide the fast feedback necessary for performing high-gain aggressive dynamic maneuvers.
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